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Simplified Chinese edition of Midnight Sun
Traditional Chinese edition of The Wild Robot Escapes
Whether at home getting ready for the day, enjoying the beach , or at bedtime, Olivia is
a feisty pig who has too much energy for her own good.
???????,???????·??·???(Theodor Seuss Geisel,1904~1991)
?????????????????????,??????????????????????????.????????:??,????,????????,???
???????,????,????,??????,????,?????????,???????????,????????????.
The simplicity of children's picture books--stories told with illustrations and a few well
chosen words or none at all--makes them powerful tools for teaching morals and
personal integrity. Children follow the story and see the characters' behaviors on the
page and interpret them in the context of their own lives. But unlike many picture books,
most children's lives don't feature monsters. p.p1 {margin: 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px 0.0px;
font: 12.0px 'Times New Roman'} This collection of new essays explores the societally
sanctioned behaviors imparted to children through the use of monsters and
supernatural characters. Topics include monsters as instructors, the normalization of
strangers or the "other," fostering gender norms, and therapeutic monsters, among
others.
Provides annotated entries for series appealing to readers in grades 3-12

The third book in Drew's outrageously adventurous and satirical series, including
THE UTTERLY UNINTERESTING AND UNADVENTUROUS TALES OF FRED,
THE VAMPIRE ACCOUNTANT (Book 1) and UNDEATH & TAXES (Book 2).
With a thriving parahuman accounting practice, a steady relationship, and a circle
of trusted friends, Fred's undead life has become more enjoyable than his normal
one ever was. Unfortunately, it also seems that he's no longer the only vampire
to appreciate the up-and-coming city of Winslow, Colorado. A new clan of
vampires is moving in, and they aren't well known for tolerating outsiders in their
territory. Now, Fred must cope with the growing presence-and threat-of other
vampires even as he struggles to keep up with his business's demands and
make time for his friends. Between hidden parahuman towns, crazed vampire
hunters, quarreling mages, and the world's least subtle spy, it will take all of
Fred's wiles just to keep his head above water. And as the new clan sinks their
fangs deeper and deeper into his city, the undead accountant is faced with a
choice between two equally unappealing options: flee his home, or stand against
an entire clan of fellow vampires.
Traditional Chinese edition of Exhalation
??????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????
?????????????????????? ??????????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Hush, Huah. This intriguing story of a teen who is
attracted by her lab partner, but also disturbed by him. He turns out to be a fallen
angel who was the child angel of a human and angel. In Traditional Chinese.
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Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????——???????? ???? ????????????? ???????????
??????????Litsy?????????????????????????????? ?????????????????????????
???????????????????????????Goodreads?????????????????????????????????
?????????? Apple TV??????
??????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????——??????????????? ?????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????…… ??????????????????????????????????????????????????…
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????? ??????
?????YouTuber Fion ???????????? ??? ???????? ??? ?? ??? ???????????
Traditional Chinese edition of Middle School: Get Me out of Here! by James
Patterson. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Ellie's scientist grandfather has discovered a way to reverse aging, and
consequently has turned into a teenager--which makes for complicated
relationships when he moves in with Ellie and her mother, his daughter.
?????? ?????????????? ???????? ??????????? ?????????????????
?????????????? ????????????????????? ?????????20?????? ?????? ?????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????
2011?????????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????……??????????????????????????????
???? ??????????????????40????? ????????????SCIBA?????? ?????2011?????
????????????????Parade???????? ???????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????? ????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????? ????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????
A young chimp declares his love for all kinds of books, from funny books and
scary books to song books and strange books.
Traditional Chinese edition of Fallen - a youth romance of a supernatural sort. In
Traditional Chinese. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Traditional Chinese edition of A Thousand Pieces of You by Claudia Gray. In
Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc. Distributed by
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Reimagines the cycles of the moon as a mother bakes a Big Moon Cookie and,
despite Mama's request to wait, Little Star begins nibbling at it every night.
???????????????????????????????? ???????????????????????……?????
????37??????25????? ?????????????????????? ??????????????????????
???????????????????????? 13??????????????? ??????????????????
??????????????? ????????????????? ?????????????????????
???????????????? ?????????????????…… ??????????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????13?????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????? ??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????…… ?????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????13??????????????
???????????????????????????? ??????????????????????????????????35?????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????? ??3??? ??1 ???????????????????
??2 ??????????????????? ??3 ???????????????????? ?????????? 1.
??10-15???????????? 2. ?????????????????? 3. ?????????????????? 4.
?????????????????? ???? ? 2016????????????? ? 2016??????????????? ?
2017??ALA??????????? ? 2016?????????? ? 2017?????????? ???????
???????????????????????????????????????——????????? ???????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????——??????????
?????????? ?????????????????????????????? ——?????????????????????•???
M. G. ??????????????????????????——????????????????
????????????????????????——??????????????????
?????????????????????????????????????????? ——??????? ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????????????????——?????????
??????????????????????????????????????Roald Dahl??????????Lemony
Snicket????101?????????????——??YABC????????
?????????????????????????????????????????????????——??Bookbag???
????????????????????????????——?????????????
???????????????????????????——?????????????
?????????????????????——??????????????? ???????????????——???????????
????????????????????????????????????????——WRD?? ?????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????——???????? ???????????
Jayne's latest assignment is simple: Stop a kidnapping, save the world, and hold on to
her humanity.Ordered to care more about the world leaders than other humans,
Vampire Intelligence Service master spy Jayne Bond is forced to pretend she's a cold
emotionless operative as she throws herself into her latest mission: foil a terrorist cell
plot to kidnap the G8 world leaders. When she arrives in Italy at the summit Navy SEAL
she is paired to work with, Renner Warren is actually a vampire as well. When the
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prince of the Vampire Confederation is also kidnapped, she must save him...even if it
means sacrificing the other leaders.The doomsday clock starts ticking faster when the
criminal mastermind behind the plot announces plans to auction the abducted leaders
to the highest-bidding enemy nations. With their backs against the wall, Jayne must
trust Warren, and use every spy trick she's ever learned to save the powerful leaders
from sure death and the world from chaos all while struggling to retain her own
humanity.
From the bestselling author of How to Train Your Dragon comes an exciting highadventure series--set in a magical time, full of Wizards, Warriors, Giants and Sprites.
This was once the story of a young boy Wizard and a young girl Warrior who had been
taught since birth to hate each other like poison. But now, the boy Wizard and girl
Warrior have been brought together in the Badwoods and they have witnessed the
shocking consequences of the Stone That Takes Away Magic. They will need to cast
aside their differences once more--for an Evil Spell has broken free. It's up to Xar and
Wish to find the ingredients. But it means entering dangerous territory unannounced...
Cressida Cowell brings her trademark wit to this spellbinding sequel, along with the
stunning artwork and heartfelt adventure that has made her beloved around the world,
weaving a story that is sure to transport readers to a world that will enchant and bewitch
them.
Rock-star music director, spy, and deadly vampire Dragan Zajicek takes the podium of
a small orchestra near Chicago as a cover to investigate rumors of a monstrous,
impossible-to-defeat vampire known as the Soul Stealer. There Dragan meets
gorgeous-but-doesn’t-know-it flutist Raquel “Rocky” Hrbek who is investigating the
monster vampire herself. Cruelty made Rocky a shy shadow of herself, except for when
performing on her flute. So when shockingly virile, filthy rich, gorgeous Dragan
inexplicably pays attention to her, it threatens her protective shell . After a tragedy killed
his family, Dragan walled off his heart, threw out rules and went rampaging with the bad
boys. Rocky’s sweet nature threatens to shatter his hard-won defiance. Yet as they
track down the rumors the two are drawn closer—until the Soul Stealer appears and
zeroes in on Rocky. Now she and Dragan must find a way to destroy an indestructible
creature before Rocky is utterly consumed and Chicago is bathed in blood. Each book
in the Biting Love series is a standalone story that can be enjoyed in any order. Series
Order: Book #1: Bite My Fire Book #2: Biting Nixie Book #3: The Bite of Silence novella
Book #4: Biting Me Softly Book #5: Biting Oz Book #6: Beauty Bites Book #7:
Downbeat Book #8: Assassin’s Bite Book #9: Passion Bites
Traditional Chinese edition of the Nobel Prize laureate John Steinbeck's classic Of Mice
And Men. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
????????????????
?????????????.?????,????????????????.???????,???????????????.??????????,??????
??????.??????,?????????,??:???????????????????????.??,??????????????.???????,??
????????,??????.???????????,?????,????????????,??????,????.
Bertie used to have a lot of dirty habits, but with help from his family he has learned not
to do such things as licking the dog or eating candy off the floor.

"Lawson is like Jason Bourne with fangs..." - Booklist(#2 in the Bestselling
Lawson Vampire Series)MEET LAWSON.A cynical, wise-cracking vampire
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charged with protecting the Balance - the secret existence of a race of LIVING
vampires that have evolved alongside humanity for thousands of years.A
FIXER.Part-spy, and part-commando -- James Bond with fangs. Lawson mixes
shrewd cunning with unmatched lethality to get his job done. He tries his best to
dismantle conspiracies, dispatch bad guys, and live long enough to get
home.ARVELLAA power-hungry member of the vampire governing body, the
Council. She wants absolute power and will stop at nothing to get it. Even if it
means kidnapping a child.JACK.Naive and innocent, but filled with an awesome
power to conjure the spirits of dead vampires and make them do his bidding.
When his father is mistakenly killed, Jack is alone. Unprotected.PETROV.A
traitor to the cause, bent to Arvella's will, he'll do anything she asks.Now
Lawson's got one chance to rescue Jack - even if it means traveling halfway
around the world to do it.From the blood-slicked streets of Boston to the
skyscraping Himalayas, the action never stops.This is the second book in the
Lawson Vampire series, originally published back in 2002. This book also
contains an excerpt from THE DESTRCUTOR (A Lawson Vampire Novel #3) and
runs approximately 84,000 words. The author's website is http:
//www.jonfmerz.netPraise for Jon F. Merz: "A powerful novel by a man who
knows the turf already." -NYT Bestselling author Robert. B. Parker"Jon F. Merz's
novels move at a break-neck pace, twisting through a landscape of thrills and
terror." -- Douglas Clegg, author of The Infinite and The Priest of Blood..".a fine
stalking session in vampire-noir land...a series and talented writer I'll be sticking
with all the way." -- Mort Castle, author of The Strangers and On Writing
HorrorPraise for Jon F. Merz's THE KENSEI (A Lawson vampire Novel #5): "If
James Bond, True Blood and Kill Bill created a mutant hybrid of a book, it would
be The Kensei. A bullet train slice 'em, dice 'em mixture of action, suspense, and
vampire ninjas. Did I mention vampire ninjas?"--Jason Pinter, bestselling author
of The Fury and The Darkness"The Kensei is an action novel with real bite.
Vampires, Yakuza killers, crooks and animal-monster hyrbids. Jon F. Merz brings
his A-game and then ratchets it up to a whole new level of supernatural action.
Highly recommended!" --Jonathan Maberry, New York Times bestselling author
of The Dragon Factory and Patient Zero"In The Kensei, Jon F. Merz seamlessly
welds gritty detail with myth and legend to create a thrill ride into the shadowworld lurking beneath modern Japan. Lawson's fight against evil has bonecrunching authenticity. Plus, it has vampires, ninjas, and vampire ninjas. What
more could anyone ask?"--Christopher Farnsworth, author or Blood Oath About
the Author: Jon F. Merz is the author of over 30 novels (including the bestselling
Lawson Vampire supernatural espionage series) ranging from urban fantasy to
espionage and sword & sorcery fantasy. Prior to becoming a full-time writer Jon
served in the United States Air Force, protected a variety of Fortune 500
executives, and taught defensive tactics to government agencies like the State
Department, Bureau of Prisons, and others. He is an active CrossFitter, a 5th
degree black belt in Togakure-ryu Ninjutsu, enjoys doing GORUCK challenges,
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and in 2014 started modeling and acting, most recently starring as Alfred P.
Sloan in THE CARS THAT MADE AMERICA on the History Channel. He lives
each and every day by the motto, "Who Dares Lives."
As Protector of the half-blood vampires, Colby is called into action when her
sisters in the newly established Psi Phi sorority house start experiencing ugly,
unexpected attacks, either from a member of the Vampire Tribunal, or from a
spy.
???? ?????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????? ???????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????
Jayden Leigh wants to commit suicide. Her clairvoyant powers have become so
intense that she lost her job and home. Death is the only way to make them stop.
Opportunity presents itself when she comes across a sinfully handsome vampire
ready to make a kill. Jayden begs for him to take her instead. A blissful death in
his arms, or the visions ravaging her mind? She'd gladly take the vampire.
Razvan Nicolae is captivated and amused by the beautiful seeress who sacrifices
herself for a stranger. Killing such a pleasing asset doesn’t interest him. If he
could get her powers under control, she just might be the key to finding his
missing twin. Controlling her visions and working for a seductive vampire?
Razvan’s offer is like a dream come true. But her dream turns into a nightmare
when a mad vampire cult leader seeks to exploit Jayden’s powers to stop an
ancient prophecy. As Jayden finds herself at the center of a vampire war, she
realizes that the biggest threat isn’t losing her life, it’s losing her heart.
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